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â€œA heroine you'll never forget and a story that whips by at bullet speed." ~Tess Gerritsen, NYT
bestselling authorFrom New York Times and USA Today bestselling author CJ Lyons, the third in
her Fatal Insomnia Medical Thriller series.For fans of Michael Crichton and James Rollins, a
medical thriller series that explores what can go wrong when cutting edge technology and an
ancient plague are in the hands of the wrong people: Fatal Insomnia, Book #3When you have no
time left, you realize what youâ€™re really living forâ€¦For Dr. Angela Rossi the past holds only pain
and the future promises only an early death as Fatal Insomnia consumes her.But Angie will never
stop fighting. Especially now that sheâ€™s learned that her diseaseâ€”and the disease sheâ€™s
discovered in dozens of young childrenâ€”isnâ€™t a quirk of heredity but rather the creation of an
unknown cabal.Â While Angie explores the betrayals and lies that led to the Fatal Insomnia
epidemic, Devon Price, whose daughter is also infected, uses his street skills to hunt those
responsible. Heâ€™ll do anything to save his daughter. Lie, cheat, steal, killâ€¦it doesnâ€™t matter.
Not as long as Esme is saved.In the end, their only hope might be a desperate deal with the devil:
the cabal behind the man-made Fatal Insomnia epidemic. A deal paid with blood. A deal not
everyone will survive.â€œCJ Lyons scores a major triumph...a remarkable medical thriller equal to
the very best of Robin Cook or Michael Crichton. This intelligent, well-crafted novel, based on a
startlingly original premise, builds up tension to the breaking point and beyond, delivering plenty of
surprises along the way. Totally absorbing and impossible to put down.â€• ~Douglas Preston, New
York Times bestselling authorTHE SLEEPLESS STARS is the finale of the Fatal Insomnia trilogy.
The books are meant to be read in order beginning with FAREWELL TO DREAMS and A RAGING
DAWN.Praise for CJ Lyons' Thrillers with Heart:â€œA heroine you'll never forget and a story that
whips by at bullet speed. Â It's easy to see why CJ Lyons is a perennial on the bestseller lists."
Â ~Tess Gerritsen, New York Times bestselling authorÂ Additional Praise for CJ Lyonsâ€™ medical
thrillers:"CJ Lyons continues to mesmerize readersâ€¦pulse-pounding." ~Fresh Fiction Â Lyons "is a
master within the genre." ~Pittsburgh MagazineÂ â€œThis exhilarating medical thriller gets the blood
pumping â€¦This is a terrific thriller and fans of Michael Palmer will enjoy this fine tale.â€• ~The
Mystery GazetteÂ "A powerful and dramatic look into the frenzied world of emergency
medicine...Lyonsâ€™ characters are dynamic and genuine. Readers need only shut their eyes to
imagine this group on the big screen." ~Suspense Magazine Â "Sure to keep readers enthralledâ€¦a
suspenseful and engaging tale that comes to an exciting conclusion. Readers wonâ€™t want to
miss this one." ~Romance Reviews TodayÂ "A great fast-paced readâ€¦.Not to be missed for fans of
ER and Grey's Anatomy." ~4 Â½ Stars, Book AddictÂ "Lyons delivers a breathtakingly fast-paced

medical thriller." ~Publishers WeeklyÂ "A winner!" ~Romantic Times, Top PickÂ "Simply
superbâ€¦riveting dramaâ€¦a perfect ten." ~Romance Reviews TodayÂ "Characters with beating
hearts and three dimensions." ~NewsdayÂ "A pulse-pounding adrenalin rush!â€• ~Lisa
GardnerÂ "Packed with adrenalin. I can't recall a hospital novel that so thrilled me." ~David Morrell
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Murder, manipulation, betrayal, crime families, and international intrigue are the center of the action
in CJ Lyonsâ€™ THE SLEEPLESS STARS. Lyons new book is the third in her Fatal Insomnia series
and the author provides current fans and new fans with an overview of the events leading up to the
beginning of THE SLEEPLESS STARS. Lyonsâ€™ protagonist Angela Rossi deals with the
knowledge she is dying from a fatal illness Fatal Insomnia. One side effect of the deadly disease
gives Angela the ability to delve into individualsâ€™ minds and learn their secrets. Readers embrace
Angela Rossiâ€™s challenges as Lyons places them inside Angelaâ€™s head experiencing her
feelings and seeing how she deals with controlling her Fogues. She uses the information she has
gathered entering the minds of her foes to stop the attempts of an international crime family to take

over the world with use of the fatal disease.The storyline continues enhancing details on key
complicated characters such as Detective Matthew Ryder, Devon Price, and Dr. Louise Methha.
Readers learn that Rossi and Ryder are soul mates who understand the sacrifices each has to
make to stop the spread of evil being developed by those who have betrayed Angela. Lyons
introduces support characters as needed giving their backstory as they enter the storyline. Events
unfold so fast readers are kept on edge throughout the story increasing the intensity of the danger
and building the momentum to unpredictable outcome.THE SLEEPLESS STARS delivers an
energizing spine-tingling thriller. Lyons keeps her readersâ€™ interest as they seek answers as to
what will happen next and how Rossi and Ryder deal with the danger they are facing.
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